The Faculty Senate was called to order at 3:32 p.m. by Professor Dave Hambright, Chair.

Present: Abramson (0), Beaulieu (0), Bemben (0), Benjamin (0), Bolino (0), Burns (0), Busselle (0), Cavazos (0), Cuccia (0), Cytacki (0), Deacon (0), Dee (1), Fithian (0), Fuenzalida (0), Furtado (0), Garofalo (0), Ge (0), Hambright (0), Harjo (0), Heyck (0), Hougen (0), Kibbey (0), Kraus (0), Lai (0), Lamothe M. (1), Lamothe S. (0), Larson (1), Leseney (1), Lifset (0), Livingood (0), McCarthy (0), Miller (0), Muraleetharan (0), Natale (0), Neeson (1), Nelson (0), Nicholson (0), Pepper (0), Raymond (0), Robbins (0), Schmeltzer (0), Sharma (0), Stalling (0), Steele (0), Stock (0), Wang (0), Warnken (0), Weaver (0), Young (0)

Provost's Representative: --- Mark Morvant
Staff Senate representative(s): ---
SGA Representative(s):
Invited Guests: Dorothy Anderson, Matt Marks, Nitin Rangu

Absent: Malestein (1), Mayeux (2), Nollert (2), Rai (1)

Note: During the period from June 2022 to May 2023, the Senate held eight regular sessions. The figures in parentheses above indicate the number of absences.
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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Chair Hambright read the Land Acknowledgement approved at the May 2021 Faculty Senate Meeting.

APPROVAL OF THE JOURNAL
The Faculty Senate Journal for the regular session of October 10, 2022 was approved without revisions.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Introduced Ann Seely who will start as the Faculty Senate staff member in December.

The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI) at OU is a special program that offers non-credit courses to adults aged 50+. We offer about 50 courses each semester on the Norman campus, the HSC campus and on Zoom. They are currently looking for proposals for their Mornings with the Professor, Senior Seminars, and Sooner Station programs. The details were distributed via email on October 12th. Contact Chris Elliott (celliott@ou.edu) if you are interested.

The Faculty Senate is sad to report the death of retired faculty member Lawrence (Larry) Larsen (MLLI).

SENATE CHAIR'S REPORT, by Chair Hambright
Distributed via email. Chair Hambright opened the floor to questions. Sen. Miller inquired about online training programs and sanctions for not completing training. Sen. Bemben indicated information has never been shared with him as chair about faculty completion. Chair-Elect Heyck indicated faculty get certificates that would be forwarded to him as a chair. Sen. Lifset asked about the President's Advisory Committee for Post-Tenure Review, Endowment Limits and Merit Pay (PACPEM). Chair Hambright indicated the timeline is being driven by the Regents with a mandate to develop a structure for merit raises moving forward. Chair-Elect Heyck noted who was appointed by the Faculty Senate to service.

RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF FREE SPEECH
A proposed resolution was distributed via email.

Whereas, the Faculty Senate believes that protecting freedom of speech and inquiry is essential to the life of the University and the broader community; and

Whereas, the vigorous defense of these essential rights is all the more important in today's world, in which disinformation and censorship are being used to undermine democracy and to sow division;

Be it resolved, that the Faculty Senate wishes to express its strong support for President Harroz's statement on 14 October, 2022 defending these vital rights and to endorse the University of Oklahoma's embrace of the 'Chicago Principles' regarding freedom of speech and inquiry.

Chair Hambright opened the floor to questions. Sen. S. Lamothe expressed concern about the Chicago Principles being written in 2014 and changes to the information environment since that time. Chair-Elect Heyck responded with the thought behind endorsing the principles: (1) known principles endorsed by many universities, (2) statements defending free speech is something we need to defend given current legislature within the state, (3) they promote keeping the university free of censorship. They do not necessarily help us shut down disinformation; we can only guard against so many threats at once. Sen. Garofolo indicated it is timely to get behind such a statement given the current state of affairs. Sen. S. Lamothe agreed with Chair-Elect Heyck as pushing back against the state but is concerned it could be used against us to support
the spreading of misinformation. Sen. Miller added that propaganda and misinformation is not new; the way to expose it is through open and free speech. Sen. Burns indicated we are supporting a norm, not a law; by approving, we are lending our voice to reasoned principles.

The Faculty Senate voted on this issue electronically; 40 senators voted in favor, 1 against, and 1 abstained. The resolution passed.

**RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF IRANIAN STUDENTS**

The proposed resolution was distributed via email. FS DEI Chair Roksana Alavi discussed the issue in Iran and the population of Iranian students on campus. The committee was asked to write a resolution, and the Health Sciences Center is interested in a joint resolution with us.

*Proposed OU-Norman Faculty Senate Statement Regarding Ongoing Protests in Iran*

The world has been watching the protests in Iran that were triggered by the killing of the 22-year-old woman Mahsa Jina Amini on September 16, 2022. The Iran morality police arrested Amini on September 13 for wearing “improper” hijab. She was badly beaten by the police and was pronounced dead just three days after.

People in Iran, and in solidarity with them, people all around the world, have taken to the streets to protest the inhumane killing of Amini and so many other women whose names we have not heard. In response, the security forces (some in civilian clothing), have been attacking peaceful protestors and killing hundreds, including an average of one child a day. It is estimated that nearly 14,000 people have been arrested. Some have already been convicted of treason and endangering the national security, which is punishable by death.

In the last few weeks, high school girls have joined the protest by leaving their classrooms and pouring into streets, asking for freedom and demanding their rights. They too are being beaten, killed, arrested, and sexually assaulted by government agents - some have been taken to the psychiatric ward.

On October 2, the students at the Sharif University in Tehran, one of the most prestigious universities worldwide, were barricaded inside by the regime guards for days. Sounds of gunfire and unrest were continually heard as those students’ families gathered outside the university. Other university students throughout Iran have joined the protests. The total number of casualties is not known but they are significantly higher than reported. Internet access is, at best spotty. The lack of internet and the absence of free media is creating a media blackout. We, the faculty of the University of Oklahoma in Norman, stand in solidarity with the students and the people of Iran.

The Iranian people worldwide suffer from historical trauma caused by the Islamic Revolution and the war that followed. Now, even more trauma is being triggered by the current violence committed on innocent protesters. The University of Oklahoma Iranian American students, faculty, and staff, as well as the international students from Iran, have been watching the news, with both pride, and grave concerns about the well-being of their friends, families, and fellow Iranians in Iran, while organizing local events in the diaspora.

The OU-Norman Faculty Senate stands in solidarity with our Iranian / Iranian American faculty, staff, and students.
Please remember that resources are available to you through the university. If you are experiencing difficulty and would like to speak to someone, please contact your campus counseling services at one of the links below.

- University Counseling Center – Norman
- Student Counseling Services – Health Sciences Center
- Student Counseling Services – Tulsa

In addition, Student Affairs, the DEI Division, and the College of International Studies have made themselves available to assist you in any way that they can.

Chair Hambright opened the floor to questions. Sen. Garofalo asked a question about the typical process for such resolutions and how we choose. Sen. Muraleetharan asked if it was coming with the full support of FSEC in addition to DEI. Chair Hambright indicated that FSEC did support the resolution. Sen. Natale indicated that it was not uncommon for Faculty Senates to support similar resolutions for Iran because higher education is targeted.

The Faculty Senate voted 45 in favor of supporting the resolution; 0 opposed.

**REMARKS BY DOROTHY ANDERSON, VICE PRESIDENT & CHIEF HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER**

Vice President Anderson discussed her challenges since arriving at OU. She noted that OU HR did not have a stellar reputation and that procedures and processes were not well documented. OU HR is now working towards shared processes between OU-Norman and OUHSC where possible. Funding is a struggle. A big accomplishment since she has arrived was finalizing a remote work agreement that helps make us more competitive for staff positions. For those working out of state, we must comply with those state laws and need to know from where individuals are working. Received approval for two weeks of paid parental leave and the addition of two paid vacation days over winter break. Facilitated the 3% across the board pay increase. Signed on a new benefits consultant; there is lots of room for improvement. VP Anderson has been actively involved in a number of executive searches. Length of time it takes to process a hire continues to be an issue; OUHR will be updating their website and will publish the pay grades for positions to help with transparency. OUHR has hired a Compensation Director.

Chair Hambright indicated how important staff are to the overall functioning of the university. Faculty cannot meet the goals of “Lead On” without the appropriate staff support. Chair Hambright opened the floor to questions. Sen. Hougen expressed concerns about struggles posting a research assistant position where HR added a number of physical requirements that were not actual requirements of the position. VP Anderson indicated that there is a legal requirement to list the physical requirements of the position, but they should match the requirements of the position itself. Sen. Hougen asked about the two systems for posting positions; he chose Taleo and expressed concerns about what is required for the system profile. VP Anderson indicated there are changes to the system that can be made. Sen. Benjamin asked about why we need to “hire” scholars who are speaking rather than offering them an honorarium; VP Anderson will connect with Sen. Benjamin offline. Sen. Busselle discussed three staff positions within the School of Drama that are mission critical but have not been able to be filled; how can the school try to recruit beyond raising the salary and advertising elsewhere? These vacancies compromise the integrity of the student experience; VP Anderson indicated we may need to hire a headhunter for these positions. We may also need to do better marketing OU as a place to work. We can also offer performance bonuses at a point in the future. Chair-Elect Heyck talked about jobs
that do not fit neatly into the narrow boxes prescribed by OU; for staff positions that can be more difficult but should focus on the biggest need for posting. Sen. Schmeltzer hires in Washington DC a lot, and there is a need to improve the process for completing paperwork.

REMARKS BY MATT MARKS, DIRECTOR AND CAMPUS CARE COORDINATOR, AND NITIN RANGU, STUDENT DIRECTOR, OU FOOD PANTRY

Marks and Rangu made a presentation about food insecurity in Oklahoma and the OU Food Pantry currently housed in Cate Center. They offer fresh produce, shelf-stable foods, homegoods, and clothes. Clients may place orders online. Run by student volunteers on one of six teams. Needs from faculty: help reduce stigma, help with awareness (syllabi statement), and donations.

Chair Hambright opened the floor to questions. Sen. Abramson asked if it would be possible to have the basic information about location, contact, etc. sent to the senators and asked senators if it would be helpful to have the Provost’s office issue a statement for syllabi. Chair Hambright asked Vice Provost Morvant for the Provost’s office to draft a standard statement to be available for people to use if wanted; Morvant agreed to take a look at the issue. Sen. Muraleetharan indicated we could include a voluntary statement now and indicated the statement could include info for those who have need as well as those who would like to volunteer. The slide deck was linked from the chat. Sen. Fithian indicated that you could also donate money to the OU Food Pantry through the OU Foundation website.

NEW BUSINESS

Chair Hambright opened the floor for new business. There was none.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting adjourned at 5:13 pm. The next regular session of the Faculty Senate will be held at 3:30 pm on Monday, December 12, 2022.

Sarah Robbins, 2022-23 Faculty Senate Secretary